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A student of the Voirs differ from the glasses primarily by the fact that they have much less time for
training because they have work, family and many more things can be. Therefore, by the session,
the Books are usually suitable absolutely not in their own. What to do that this would not be.
Systematization of preparation.
The most important thing is to highlight the time to prepare, it is best to systematize, for example,
perform test work on Sundays (on a weekend), because The session is only twice a year, you have
approximately months for training, so visiting the preparation of at least one day a week, you can be
prepared for the session. If you are not sure about your abilities, the controls that are asked for an
independent execution you come to order from specialists.
Prioritization.
You need to properly arrange priorities. Higher education involves the fact that students will study
not only special objects, and also general education. Therefore, it is important to put priorities in the
direction of the pieces of objects correctly, because if you, for example, study the engineer, you are
more important than the philosophy, respectively, the teachers understand this, and the philosophy
teacher will not be too demanding, but the oppomat must be dressed. The ability to arrange
priorities will be useful to you not only in school, and also in work and in ordinary life.
Proper motivation.
Motivation. Proper motivation improves the quality of preparation. Motivators must necessarily
positive, the particle should not be excluded, for example, there should be no motivation "not fly out
of uni", it must be "stay at the university". You can also put intermediate motivation, for example:
after performing the control in mathematics, you will allow yourself a rope in World of Tanks. So you
will try not to be distracted and fulfill work faster.
Right mode.
Bring the brain into tone. To improve the brain function, a healthy dream is very important, without
sleeping. You can harden something you can learn, try to go to bed at the time of preparation no
later than 11 o'clock in the evening, it will allow you to be saturated. It also needs to be resting from
mental work, it is best to help sports and is useful in general for health.
The right approach.

No need to dramatize. It often happens when a student looks at the number of tasks immediately
lowers hands. Because of this mood, the preparation process will deteriorate significantly. The mood
is needed positive, the more whatever a more work is not, the main thing is to start and not throw
everything at once.
Adhering to these non-cunning rules, you will prepare for the session and share positive
assessments !!!

